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7/8D JIANGNAN SHAOXING + NINGBO 
 (LCN7JN / LCN8JN) 

SHANGHAI /TIANTAI /LINHAI 

 
Day 1 KUALA LUMPUR – SHANGHAI (MOB)                 H: Shanghai Lianhang Holiday Inn Express Hotel or SML           
Assemble at Kuala Lumpur International Airport for your flight to Shanghai Pudong. 
 
Day 2 SHANGHAI – SHAOXING (B/L/D)                                           H: Shaoxing Veegle by Landison Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, we will head to Shaoxing. Upon arrival, we'll visit Anchang Ancient Town, one of Shaoxing's four 
famous ancient towns. It embodies the classic architectural style of Jiangnan water towns, with its quaint and elegant 
buildings. Anchang is renowned for its specialty products like Anchang sausage and pulled white sugar, and it's also 
known for its charming water weddings. Ke Yan Scenic Area, often referred to as the "Mogao Caves of Jiangnan." 
Next, we'll head to Cangqiao Zhi Street in Shaoxing, where numerous distinctive archways are well-preserved, 
showcasing a rich water town ambiance. 
 
Day 3 SHAOXING – TIANTAI – LINHAI  (B/L/D)                                             H: Linhai S&N Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, you will explore the Shenxianju Scenic Area (cable car), where miraculous stone formations adorn 
the steep cliffs, and the Sleeping Beauty, a serene rock formation. The harmonious blend of the graceful arch of Ruyi 
Bridge and the natural beauty of Shénxiān Jū seamlessly intertwine, resembling an ethereal jade Ruyi scepter 
suspended in the air, or the flowing robes of celestial maidens. As you stroll across, each step may quicken the heart, 
yet before your eyes lies a breathtaking panorama akin to a "mirror of the sky," utterly magnificent! 

 
Day 4 LINHAI - NINGBO (B/L/D)                                                                          H: Ningbo Zhehai Hotel or SML 

 After breakfast, continuing your journey to Linhai, you will explore the Ancient Great Wall of Linhai, with the 

northern part being the most rugged. Nestled against the mountains, the wall twists and turns like a flying dragon, 
earning it the nickname "Jiangnan's Badaling." Next visit, Ziyang Ancient Street, which is the first ancient street in 
Linhai City. It is a microcosm of a millennium-old city and a symbol of a historic and cultural city. Afterwards, we will 
head to Ningbo, where we will visit Ningbo Bund, one of the few remaining hundred-year-old bunds in China. 

 
Day 5 NINGBO – SHANGHAI (B/L/D)                                H: Shanghai Fairmont Peace Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, we will visit Tianyi Pavilion, the "Number One Private Library in the World." It is one of the oldest 
surviving private libraries in China and one of the world's oldest private libraries. In front of the pavilion lies the  Next, 
we'll head to Nan Tang Old Street preserving over 300 meters of traditional streets and alleys, South Street 
emphasizes the concept of "urban leisure," highlighting leisurely lifestyles. After lunch, we'll explore Tianzifang, a 
tourist destination transformed from traditional residential buildings of the former French Concession in Shanghai, 
showcasing handicrafts and tourism. Then, we'll pass by the Bund to admire the diverse architectural styles of the 
Shanghai Bund. Tonight, we will stay at one of the iconic high-rise buildings along the historic skyline of the Shanghai 
Bund, the Peace Hotel, which is also a landmark of Shanghai's urban landscape. 
 
 
 
 
 

Tour Highlight  

• Fairmont Peace Hotel the iconic buildings along the historic skyline of the Shanghai 

• Ke Yan Scenic Area, often referred to as the "Mogao Caves of Jiangnan."  

• Shenxianju Scenic Area where miraculous stone formations adorn  

• Explore the Ancient Great Wall of Linhai, with the northern part being the most rugged 

• Visit Tianyi Pavilion, the "Number One Private Library in the World." 

• Shanghai Chenghuang Temple Commercial District 

 

Specialty Meal 

✓ Xiao Long Bao Cuisine ✓ Chicken farm banquet✓ Barbecue buffet✓ Yellow wine flavour Cuisine 

✓ Rice cake flavour 

  GUARANTEE  
No Shopping 

Stop Throughout 
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Day 6 SHANGHAI – KUALA LUMPUR (B/-/D)                                                                         
After breakfast, explore Nanjing Road Pedestrian Street. This area is a famous commercial district that combines 
shopping, dining, entertainment, and sightseeing.  Next, visit the Shanghai Chenghuang Temple commercial 
district. The district is filled with various shops offering traditional handicrafts, tea leaves, stationery, local cuisine, 
and more, making it a favorite among both tourists and local residents. Next, we will visit the largest Starbucks 
Reserve Roastery in Asia. It is the second roastery globally for Starbucks, following Seattle, and currently holds the 
title for the world's largest Starbucks. Then visit Zhang Garden, which is an in-depth organic integration of the 
protection of outstanding historical building communities and urban renewal. After dinner, transfer to the airport 

 
Day 7 SHANGHAI – KUALA LUMPUR (MOB)       
Proceed to the airport for your flight back to Malaysia. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optional Tours: (price are for reference only, actual price is subject to confirmation) 
1) Oriental Pearl TV Tower + Shanghai History Museum     : RMB260 per Adult/Child same price 

2) Cruise tour on the Huangpu River              : RMB150 per Adult/Child same price 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Remarks: Revisions, if any, in itinerary are subject to the Company’s Terms and Conditions. In particular, the 
Customer is requested to note the following: Itinerary may be subject to change due to circumstances beyond the 
Company’s control. Accommodation in designated cities is subject to room availability. Sequence of itinerary may be 
subject to change. Different tour groups may be merged. Proposed changes, if any, that are not accepted will be 
subject to the refund provisions set out in the Terms and Conditions.  

8D6N JIANGXI SHANGRAO+ MT SANQING  (LCN8JN) : Day 1 to Day 5’s itinerary is as same as above.    

Day 6 TUNXI – SHANGHAI (B/-/D)                                                     H: Shanghai Fairmont Peace Hotel or SML 
After breakfast, explore Nanjing Road Pedestrian Street. This area is a famous commercial district that 
combines shopping, dining, entertainment, and sightseeing.  Next, visit the Shanghai Chenghuang Temple 
commercial district. The district is filled with various shops offering traditional handicrafts, tea leaves, 
stationery, local cuisine, and more, making it a favorite among both tourists and local residents. Next, we will visit 
the largest Starbucks Reserve Roastery in Asia. It is the second roastery globally for Starbucks, following 
Seattle, and currently holds the title for the world's largest Starbucks. Then visit Zhang Garden, which is an in-
depth organic integration of the protection of outstanding historical building communities and urban renewal.  

 
Day 7 SHANGHAI (B/L/D)   
After breakfast, Visit Qibao Ancient Town. After lunch, we will visit Qipu Road Market, a comprehensive 
commercial area mainly focused on foreign trade clothing wholesale, integrated with dining and entertainment. 
Then, we'll head to Xintiandi, one of Shanghai's top ten landmark buildings. Next, we'll proceed to Foreshore 
Taikoo Li, It is an international business district that gathers international fashion brands, health lifestyle 
concepts, and dining options. After dinner, transfer to the airport. 

 
Day 8 SHANGHAI – KUALA LUMPUR (MOB)  
Proceed to the airport for your flight back to Malaysia. 
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